
  

 

 

 

AFSA Traditional Installment Lenders’ Consumer Bill of Rights 

 

Choice: Consumers deserve the ability to choose an installment loan. 

 
Customers deserve the right to have access to loan products that both meet their needs and their lifestyles. 

Our members offer a range of traditional installment loans tailored for their customers’ budgets. Some 

loans are in larger amounts with longer repayment terms, and some are in smaller amounts with shorter 

repayment terms.  

 

Affordability: Consumers deserve a loan they can afford.  

 
Customers should have access to loans that won’t trap them in a cycle of debt. Our members strive to 

make loans with monthly payments that fit the customer’s household budget and do not exhaust all 

available monthly income. Loans are not renewed or refinanced unless the customer has been making 

payments and until the lender has conducted an ability to repay analysis. Moreover, the loans our members 

offer have fixed interest rates, and are fully amortizing with fixed monthly installment payments and no 

prepayment fees or balloon payments.  

 

Transparency: Consumers deserve to understand their loan terms.  

 
Our members provide all state and federal required disclosures, answer customer questions, communicate 

clearly to help ensure that the customer understands the written loan agreement, including all costs and 

monthly payment.  

 

Understanding: Consumers deserve lenders who understand them because they live in their 

communities. 
 

Our members are branch-based lenders with employees who live, volunteer, and donate their time and 

resources in the communities they serve.   

 

Respect: Consumers deserve to be treated fairly and with respect.  

 
Our members value and support the communities they serve by offering personalized customer service. 

They are responsive to questions, and work to the best of their ability to meet the customer’s concerns and 

needs.  

 

Empowerment: Consumers deserve to have their credit reported to a nationwide credit bureau.   

 
Our members report their customers’ loan and repayment history to at least one nationwide credit bureau. 

By doing so, the customer is able to build a positive credit history that enhances financial mobility.  
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Options: Consumers deserve the ability to choose optional products. 

 
Our members inquire about and consider each customer’s unique situation when they underwrite loans. 

Members may then offer optional products, such as credit life insurance and unemployment insurance 

which afford customers additional protection and peace of mind. Customers deserve the option to choose 

these products. 

 

Privacy: Consumers deserve to have their personal information kept private.  

 
Our members follow all applicable state and federal privacy and data protection laws to protect our 

customers’ personal and financial information.  
 


